Armscor officials instruct Egyptian
arms dealer and middleman, Gabriel
Cheboub, who visits Georges
Starckmann with a request for the
weapons.

Behind the Iron Curtain
Double-cross on the high seas

1

The SADF needs 160 Soviet-built Gaskin
missiles and 20 launchers, likely for use
in Angola. Armscor’s office in the Paris
embassy is given instructions to find
and buy the weapons.

Starckmann informs David
Duncan of the shipment.
Duncan has ties to US
intelligence and approaches
the CIA. He hatches a plan to
divert the Peruvian weapons to
the pro-CIA rebel Contras in El
Salvador, before the ship
proceeds to Durban.
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Miami

9

Panama

Paris
Starckmann travels to East Berlin and
meets with officials from East German
arms company IMES. The East Germans
approve the transaction.
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The Pia Vesta ship leaves East Germany’s
largest shipping port in Rostock.
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Rostock

Berlin
Stasi secret police officials (East
Germany) likely confer with Moscow.
They confirm with Starckmann they
will supply the missiles. However, they
insist on a Peruvian end-user certificate
and demand to add small-arms
weapons to offload for leftists in Peru.

Moscow
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Switzerland

4

Starckmann meets Armscor officials
in Geneva to finalise the deal;
agreement is reached.

Luxembourg

SA makes the full payment of
$21 million via a bank in Luxembourg.
This may well have been KBL.

President Noriega impounds
the ship and the weapons,
arresting the Pia Vesta crew.

Morocco
8

Peru

The weapons are unloaded and
reloaded onto the Pia Vesta at
the Callao harbour. The ship
departs bound for El Salvador,
via Panama.
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Venezuela

11

In 2000 the Pia Vesta is scuttled and
becomes an artificial reef, popular with
divers and snorkelers.

10

Despite payment of $20 million, the
weapons never reach South Africa. SA
military and French intelligence
co-operate to lure Starckmann to
Morocco and attempt to recover the
funds.
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